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Two Kadzinuni students studying at night!

Crossdale Fun Run to buy 70 Solar Reading Lamps!
The brilliant support we have enjoyed from Crossdale Primary School continued this year with
another generous donation after the annual Fun Run in which over 170 ran the 2.5k course.
At an assembly a week or so before the event we talked to the children about our recent
projects at Kadzinuni and asked them to choose which one to support. Solar Reading Lamps
really stood out for them, particularly as they have just installed many solar panels on the
school roof! People at Kadzinuni cannot access electricity and for those with some resources
the only way to light their home at night (from 6.30pm!) is by using smelly, unhealthy
kerosene lamps! These lights are not very bright and are the cause of much respiratory
illness. Through another NGO called Solar Aid and a local organisation in Kenya, called
Sunny Money we have started to tackle this problem by supplying cheap yet very tough Solar
Reading Lamps. We’ve added this item to
our Ethical Gifts catalogue in time for
Christmas. Each lamp only costs about
£7, is twice as bright as the kerosene lamp with a battery life of several hours per solar
charge. Email nic@kadzinuni.org.uk if you would like to buy one or more for us to provide for
a family at Kadzinuni.

Interview with Billy Mganga
(aka Chiberya Mganga, from the Kadzinuni Class of 2007)
Background/Introduction
Billy was one of 12 students that started their Secondary
School courses in 2007 supported by sponsors in the UK from
The Friends of Kadzinuni. Billy recently got in touch with us via
Facebook and has been able to update us about life at
secondary school and beyond....
Billy, it is now 3 years since you completed your Kenya
Certificate of Secondary Education (KCSE), can you tell us
about the benefits, as you experienced them, of gaining a
secondary school place for a young man from Kadzinuni?
it all happened as a miracle i was not sure! Most of the kids are bright but dreams
are shuttered due to lack of school fees. First you get sponsored for 4 years. Then
they care about you so in a way that they communicate with you each time and that
makes you feel good and have a hope for the future.
What was the hardest thing about going away to secondary school?
When one goes to secondary school, a series of things happen like the change of
environment, weather, sometimes you miss home and it becomes so unbearable
Now you have progressed through higher education, can you tell us what
motivated you to do that after secondary school?
I had the foundation and interest of going on and on in education. I embrace it like
diamond. I said that, if this is what will make me make a change to my life and the
entire village, then I have to fight for it.
Billy, please tell us some more about why you chose the Diploma in Mass
Communication?
I had an interest in acting and singing. When I went to secondary school I formed a
group of reporters and we used to collect news that surround the school from
rumours, gossips and events and later read them out during students and parents
gatherings. I saw this was what I was called for and that is what I am going to do
Now you have graduated, what is going on in your life?
I want to go for a degree course in the same field but am out of cash and my
transcripts are still held. I was planning to change the course because we have a
problem in the media industry in Kenya and its hectic getting a job opportunity in
the same. One has to look for opportunities in nongovernmental organisation as a
public relations person.

Interview with Billy Mganga (continued)
Do you still visit Kadzinuni, to see friends and family? If so can you see any
changes in the community since you went away to Secondary school?
Yeah i do! I love that place and currently I was to go and give an inspirational talk to
class 8 students before their exams start. Kendrick hospital has been a great help to
the community and at least hope is back. Electricity now is everywhere. A lot of
guys are with me in the university and that gives me a smile seeing hope in the
future
Finally Billy, what did hope for in your dreams in 2007? Are you getting closer to
them?
I am just at the entrance. I see myself in a more successful position in the future
and that is just around the corner. The future is so bright now.

Come along to see us at this event!

SIMPLY EMAIL YOUR ORDER TO
nic@kadzinuni.org.uk
P& P included

Stuck deciding on Christmas presents?
Why not consider buying one or
more of our Ethical Gifts? The range
starts from as little as £5. Your
donation buys a specific item for
Kadzinuni; Books, Solar Reading
Lamps to enable children to study in
the evening, a quantity of fresh
water for when the Clinic supplies
run low due to drought, Mosquito
Nets and many more. You can see
our catalogue on line at
http://www.kadzinuni.org.uk/matuza.htm

Friends of Kadzinuni on Facebook
You can now follow us on Facebook, find our page at
https://www.facebook.com/kadzinuni?ref=hl

And finally… shopping via The Giving Machine generates
income for The Friends of Kadzinuni…….. at no added
cost to you, so please give it a go.

Thanks for taking time to read this!

